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Abstract
RFID is an important technology that can be used to create
the ubiquitous society. An RFID system uses open radio wave
to transfer information and this leads to pose a serious threat
to its privacy and security. The current mainstream RFID tags
are some low-cost passive tags. They usually have very limited
computing and memory resources and this makes it difficult
to solve their security and privacy problems. Lightweight
authentication protocols are considered as an effective
approach to assure the security and privacy of the low-cost
RFID systems. Some typical authentication protocols usually
use Hash functions so that they require more computing and
memory resources. Rabin cryptosystem is a simple encryption
function and it needs less computing and memory resources
than Hash functions. Based on Rabin cryptosystem, we
propose a lightweight authentication protocol. This protocol
provides forward security and it can prevent information
leakage, location tracing, eavesdropping, replay attack,
spoofing, and DOS-attack effectively. It is very suitable to
some low-cost RFID systems.
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1. INTRODUCTION
With the development of Internet of Things(IoT), Radio
Frequency IDentification(RFID) technique gets the broad
attention. RFID is a pervasive technology deployed in
everyday life in order to identify objects using radiowaves, without visible light and physical contact. Today,
the RFID system has been successfully applied to
manufacturing, supply chain management, agriculture,
transportation, healthcare, electronic-payment, e-passport
and other fields[1]. But, RFID is simple and it uses
wireless wave to communicate. It has very limited
computing and memory resources. So it is easy to be
attacked. Some malicious competitors can collect
unprotected RFID information and use forgery tags to
provide some wrong information, or even launch denial of
service attacks against the RFID system. Once the RFID
system are broken through the user’s privacy will be
leaked and their security will be threaten. To protect the
private information on the RFID tag, some special
techniques are used to prevent malicious readers from
accessing the tag. Currently, these techniques are divided
into two main categories: physical approaches, encryption
mechanism and protocols[2-3]. Some recent research
results indicate that encryption mechanism and protocol is
a more flexible and effective approach for ensuring the
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security and privacy of the RFID system. The lightweight
authentication is such a special encryption protocol. Now,
many lightweight authentication protocols have been
proposed. But they usually use some complicated
functions(e.g. Hash function) and they need more
computing and memory resources. In order to satisfy such
special requirement as RFID we use Rabin cryptosystem to
propose a lightweight authentication protocol. Our
protocol assures forward security and it can prevent
information leakage, location tracing, eavesdropping,
DOS attack and replay attack. This protocol only needs
less computing and memory resources than Hash
functions. So it is very suitable for the low-cost RFID
system.

2.THE RFID SYSTEM, ITS

SECURITY AND

PRIVACY

A RFID system consists of three components: Radio
Frequency(RF) tags, RF readers and a backend server[4],
as shown in Figure 1. A tag is basically a silicon chip with
antenna and a small memory that stores its unique
identifier known as EPC(electronic product code). A
reader is a device capable of sending and receiving data in
the form of radio frequency signal. This device is basically
used to read EPC from the tag and to send it to the
backend server. A backend server is used to store the
information related to the objects being tagged by the
RFID tag and cooperates with reader to finish managing
and displaying the information about the tag.
attacker
backend server
reader

tag

Figure 1 The components of an RFID system
For an RFID system, a tag is a special device. Its
computing and memory resource is very limited. There are
two types of tags: active tag and passive tag. Active tags
include miniature batteries used to power the tag and they
are capable to transmit data over longer distance. The
other is passive tag which does not have a battery, it needs
to be activated by the RF signal beamed from the reader.
Passive tags are smaller, less expensive and used for a
shorter range. Passive tags have become the mainstream
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tags because they are very cheap. In general, conventional
cryptographic protocols can be effectively implemented on
backend server and reader because they are resourceabundant. It is usually assumed that the channels between
backend server and reader are secure. However, because of
the limited resources in tag and the open wireless
communication between tag and reader it has to assume
that the channel between tag and reader is insecure. Most
secure problems of the RFID system are resulted from the
insecure channel. These secure problems involve forward
security, information leakage, location tracing,
eavesdropping, DOS attack and replay attack[5].

3.THE

RELATED
PROTOCOLS

RFID

AUTHENTICATION

An RFID authentication protocol is a special
cryptographic protocol where resource-constrained RFID
tags are involved. This kind of protocol is called as the
lightweight authentication protocol. For this case,
conventional authentication protocols that concern public
key computations or even symmetric key computations are
not applicable.
Many research works have been done for RFID
authentication and they use the one-way property of Hash
function to protect the security and privacy of the RFID
system. But most of them have serious security problems.
Such classical authentication protocols are Hash-Lock
protocol, Randomized Hash-Lock protocol, Hash-chain
protocol, and so on.
Sarma proposed Hash-Lock protocol which attempts to
provide mutual authentication and uses a pseudonym:
metaID to replace the actual tag’s ID to keep its
privacy[6,7]. During the authenticating process the
plaintext of the tag’s ID is transferred and metaID is
invariable. So an adversary easily compromises mutual
authentication by simply eavesdropping and replaying
these messages communicated between tag and reader.
Moreover, the tag's holder is easily traced by an adversary
because of its invariable metaID.
Randomized Hash-Lock protocol is proposed by Weis et
al. which uses the pseudorandom number generator
(PRNG) to randomize the messages transferred between
tag and reader[5]. In this protocol, the tag’s ID is also
transferred by plaintext and it is easy to be eavesdropped.
Hence, it is vulnerable to spoofing attack and replay
attack. Once the tag’s ID is intercepted the tag's holder is
easily traced.
Ohkubo et. al. proposed Hash-chain protocol[8]. It uses
two different Hash functions H( ) and G( ). This protocol
provides one-way authentication. It is also vulnerable to
spoofing and replay attack. This protocol uses two
different Hash functions and this makes it not suitable to
the low-cost RFID system.
Lee et. al. proposed an authentication protocol for RFID
system, Semi-Randomized Access Control (SRAC)[9]. It
also uses a pseudonym, MetaID, to replace the tag's ID
like Hash-Lock protocol. It provides mutual
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authentication, forward security and it can protect the
RFID system from many attacks, such as tracing, cloning
and denial of service. However, it is vulnerable to replay
attack. The adversary can simply eavesdrop and reuse
MetaID to be authenticated successfully. Later, Lee et. al.
proposed another protocol(LCAP)[10]. This protocol
provides mutual authentication and guarantees the
location privacy of tag's holder. It also provides
untraceability by changing the tag's identification
dynamically. Nevertheless, it does not provide forward
security.
Cho et al.[11-12] proposed a new Hash-based
authentication protocol to solve the security and privacy
problems for the RFID system. However, Kim et al.[13]
demonstrated that this protocol is vulnerable to DOS
attack. He pointed out that Cho et al.’s protocol is
vulnerable to traffic analysis and tag/reader impersonation
attacks. An adversary can impersonate a valid tag or
reader with probability 1/4. Finally, an adversary can
obtain some information about the secret values of the tag
in the next session with probability 3/4.
As described above, many lightweight RFID
authentication protocols use Hash functions. It seems to be
the best choice to use Hash function to protect the security
and privacy of the RFID system. Unfortunately, these
Hash functions are primarily designed to be collision
resistant in order to prevent forgery of digitally signed
documents. Collision resistant is a very difficult
requirement and makes these functions too complicated
for the RFID tag[14]. So it is necessary to choose a
dedicated one-way function more suitable for RFID
applications, which are not necessarily collision resistant.

4.AN

RFID AUTHENTICATION
BASED ON RABIN CRYPTOSYSTEM

PROTOCOL

The authentication protocol usually uses some encryption
functions to protect the secrecy and privacy of the RFID
system. In general, the functions should be some one-way
functions, but not necessarily some collision-resistant
Hash functions since a collision is not a security threat in
the RFID authentication. Rabin cryptosystem is such an
excellent function as described above. After Rabin
cryptosystem is optimized it requires less computing and
memory resources than Hash functions[14-15]. Rabin
Cryptosystem is described as follows:
Supposed m is a message and it is sent after it is encrypted
by computing the ciphertext c = m2 (mod k). k is the secret
key and it is the product of two unknown prime factors p
and q, k=pq. c = m2 (mod k) is an excellent one-way
function, but definitely not a collision resistant function.
Now we take the challenge-response mechanism and use
this function to construct a lightweight authentication
protocol suitable for the low-cost RFID system.
Supposed ID is an identifier of the tag and it only
identifies a tag. L is the length of the secret key k. ID-new
and k-new are the values of ID and k which are used in the
current authentication process. ID-old and k-old are the
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values of ID and k which are used in the last
authentication process.
The authentication process of our proposed protocol is
described as follows:
(1)Key generation
Randomly choose two large Blum primes p and q, and
compute k=pq. The public key is thus the modulus k,
while the private key consists of its factorization (p, q).
(2)The initialization of the tag and reader/server
Before the authentication begins, ID and k are stored in
the tag. ID-new, ID-old, k-new and k-old are stored in the
server/reader. ID-new=ID-old=ID, k-new=k-old=k. The
server/reader and the tag can call Rabin cryptosystem and
the pseudorandom number generator f( ). Otherwise, they
can call two other functions as follows:
high(x): its value is the high L bits of x.
low(x): its value is the low L bits of x.
(3)The mutual authentication
The authentication protocol is shown in Figure 2 and it is
described as follows:
1. reader/server to tag
The reader/server calls the pseudorandom number
generator f( ) to generate a random number r1 and it
constructs the message m1=r1||challenge. It sends the
message m1 to the tag.
2. tag to reader/server
After the tag receives the message r1||challenge it calls
the pseudorandom number generator f( ) to generate
another random number r2. Then the tag uses Rabin
cryptosystem to generate some messages as follows:
m2=(IDr1)||r2)2 mod k
m3=(IDr2)||r1)2 mod k
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Reader/server

Tag

(ID-new,ID-old,k-new,k-old)

(ID, k)

r1=f()

r1||challenge

r2=f()
m2=(IDr1)||r2)2 mod k
m3=(IDr2)||r1)2 mod k
m4=high(m2)||low(m3)
m4||r2

m5=low(m2)||high(m3)

(ID,k){(ID-new,k-new),(ID-old,k-old)}
m2’=(IDr1)||r2)2 mod k
m3’=(IDr2)||r1)2 mod k
m4’=high(m2’)||low(m3’)
m5’=low(m2’)||high(m3’)
If m4’!=m4 for all records in the database
the authentication to the tag fails and
exits else the authentication succeeds.
Then to update its secret keys:
When (ID-new,k-new) is valid:
ID-old=ID-new
ID-new=low((ID-newr1r2)2 mod k)
k-old=k-new
k-new=low((k-newr1r2)2 mod k)
When (ID-old,k-old) is valid:

(1)
(2)

ID-new=low((ID-oldr1r2)2 mod k)
k-new=low((k-oldr1r2)2 mod k)

The tag constructs the message m6=m4||r2 and sends m6
to the reader/server.
3. reader/server to tag
After the reader/server receives m6 from the tag and it
abstracts m4. Then it calculates m4’ and m5’ for (ID,
k){(ID-new, k-new), (ID-old, k-old)} by the following
equations:
m2’=(IDr1)||r2)2 mod k
(5)
2
m3’=(IDr2)||r1) mod k
(6)
m4’=high(m2’)||low(m3’)
(7)
m5’=low(m2’)||high(m3’)
(8)

The reader/server sends m5’ to the tag.

First, (ID-new, k-new) is used to replace (ID, k) in the
equation (5) and the equation (6). Then it will get m4’. If
m4’ equals m4 in the message m6 the authentication of
the reader/server to the tag succeeds. If m4’ does not equal
m4 (ID-old, k-old) is used to replace (ID, k) in the
equation (5) and the equation (6), it will get another m4’.
If m4’ equals

m4 the authentication of the reader/server to the tag
succeeds. If m4’ dose not equal m4 for each {(ID-new, knew), (ID-old, k-old)} the authentication to the tag fails
and the RFID system exits.
If the authentication to the tag succeeds the reader/server
sends the message m5’ to the tag. Then it begins to update
its secret information.
When (ID-new, k-new) is used for the current successful
authentication the reader/server begins to update its secret
keys as follows:
ID-old=ID-new
ID-new=low((ID-newr1r2)2 mod k)
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m5’

If m5’!=m5 the authentication to
reader/server fails and exits.
else the authentication succeeds.
To update its secret keys:
ID=low((IDr1r2)2mod k)
k=low((kr1r2)2 mod k)

Figure 2 The diagram of our proposed protocol
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k-old=k-new
k-new=low((k-newr1r2)2 mod k)
When (ID-old, k-old) is used for the current successful
authentication the tag begins to update its secret keys as
follows:
ID-new=low((ID-oldr1r2)2 mod k)
k-new=low((k-oldr1r2)2 mod k)
 tag:
After the tag receives the message m5’ from the
reader/server it compares m5 with m5’. If they are not
equal the authentication to the reader/server fails and the
RFID system exits. Otherwise the tag successfully
completes the authentication to the reader/server and it
begins to update its secret keys as follows:
ID=low((IDr1r2)2 mod k)
k=low((kr1r2)2 mod k)

5.THE

SECURITY ANALYSIS OF THE PROPOSED
PROTOCOL

Our proposed protocol only uses Rabin cryptosystem, not
Hash function, to encrypt all sessions during the
authentication process so as to assure the confidentiality
and privacy of the RFID system. All sessions are
randomized by different random numbers and the
freshness of the sessions is assured. After each
authentication is finished all secret information are
updated. So our proposed authentication protocol can
assure the privacy and forward security of the RFID
system, and it can prevent eavesdropping attack, tracing
attack, replay attack and de-synchronized attack. Now we
analyze the security of the proposed authentication
protocol.
 Eavesdropping: During the authentication process, all
messages transferred between tag and reader are
encrypted by Rabin cryptosystem. Attackers can
intercept all sessions between tag and reader. But they
cannot decrypt them and they cannot get any useful
information about the tag from their intercepted data.
Eavesdropping to the communication between tag and
reader is invalid. The privacy of the RFID system is
protected.
 Tracing attack: If a tag is traced the privacy of the
holder’s location may be encroached upon. To prevent
this type of attack, a pseudorandom generator is used
to assure that each session between tag and reader is
variable so as to make attackers not to distinguish
where their received data is sent from.
 Replay attack: This type of attack means to re-send
data acquired by eavesdropping to compromise the
RFID system. In order to prevent replay attack each
authentication generates a different pseudorandom
number to randomize sessions between tag and
reader. If an attacker re-sends his received message in
the late authentication process this message has not
any meanings because new authentication uses a new
pseudorandom number.
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 Forward security: This security means that although
attackers reveal the current secret key they cannot
discover any useful information from previous
sessions. In order to provide forward security, the
secret information stored in reader/server and tag are
updated after each authentication is finished.
Although attackers can get the secret information for
the current authentication they cannot decrypt the
previous sessions. Because the secret keys of the RFID
system have been changed. Attackers cannot guess
the tag’s past behaviors.
 Spoofing: The protocol ensures the user’s anonymity
and privacy by using Rabin cryptosystem to encrypt
all messages exchanged between reader and tag. An
attacker cannot get the identity information of a tag or
reader, so it cannot impersonate a valid tag or reader.
 De-synchronized attack: De-synchronization attack
means the backend server/reader and the tag cannot
update their secret keys synchronously so that they
possess different secret keys. This makes future
authentication impossible. Our proposed protocol
stores ID-old and k-old in the backend server. ID-old
and k-old are the values of ID and k for the last
successful authentication. If the tag cannot
synchronously update its secret information the
backend server can use ID-old and k-old to complete
the authentication so as to resist against desynchronization attack.
The comparison of the proposed protocol with some
typical Hash-based authentication protocols is listed in
Table 1.
Table 1: The comparison of the different protocols
Protocols

eavesdropping

tracing
attack

replay
attack

forward
security

spoofing

Hash-Lock

x

x

x

x

x

Randomized
Hash-Lock
Hash-chain

x

x

x

x

x

√

√

x

√

x

SRAC

√

√

x

√

√

LCAP

√

√

√

x

√

The
proposed
protocol

√

√

√

√

√

6. CONCLUSIONS
The RFID systems based on low-cost passive tags are
some typical resource-constrained systems and their
computing and memory resources are very limited. So
some lightweight authentication protocols have to be
proposed to meet the special requirements of the RFID
systems. Our proposed protocol uses Rabin cryptosystem,
which is simpler and needs less computing and memory
resources than Hash function, to encrypt all sessions
between tag and reader/server. This assures the
confidentiality and privacy of the RFID system. At the
same time, our proposed protocol uses random numbers to
randomize the sessions between tag and reader so as to
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assure their freshness. The secret key of the last successful
authentication is kept so as to resist against desynchronized attack. After each successful authentication
the secret key is updated in time for assuring forward
security. So our proposed protocol can resist against
eavesdropping, tracing attack, replay attack, desynchronized attack. It only uses Rabin cryptosystem and
a pseudorandom generator. Rabin cryptosystem is simple
and its completeness only needs less computing and
memory resources. So our proposed protocol is very
suitable for the low-cost FRID system.
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